a base of material and ability for the housing coordinator. Another item SAC will try to tackle tonight will be the age-old hassle of students by insurance companies trying to sell policies, according to the 1973 issue of "Consumer Reports," the "last thing most college students need." For years Poly students have been questioned, sometimes over months, as to whether they haven't considered purchasing personal life insurance. The card catalogue in the University Union has been cited as the main source for lists of seniors—the group singled out most by the insurance companies. According to the consumer magazine, "Unless a college student has children, as a rule he shouldn't buy life insurance." Plotkin also will give a review of bills presented before the Legislature in the term just ended. This will include AB 3118 and AB 868. The latter bill will be reconsidered in the new term January. It would provide a waiver of fees for state employees—possibly one of the state universities. He will discuss plans for the revision of the housing section of the Legislature where the Student Housing Association of the CUEC will try to lobby for bills on campus. (continued on page 4)

**Proef exhibits chemical artistry**

by CLAUDIA BUCK

Utilizing his artistic abilities to describe the complex intricacies of his chemical research, Poly chemistry instructor Dr. Delbert Venerable opened his painting exhibit "Molecular Ex- pressionism" Monday night in the University Union Gallery. Venerable preceded his exhibit, which will run through Nov. 1, with a slide presentation of his works depicting various aspects of his undergraduate research at UCLA and his graduate studies—molecular spectroscopy at the University of Chicago. To the uninformed eye, Venerable's paintings resemble ftuffered oils, at 8 by 10, 16 by 20 and 20 by 30. Judges for the contest will be professional writers and photographers. Entries close on noon, December 4, 1974.

**SAC slows down in first three meetings**

The Student Affairs Council has had the Monday morning blahs for the first month of classes—and the prognosis doesn't look good for the second month. Tonight's meeting of SAC at 7:15 p.m. in Rm. 220 in the University Union will be only the third time the council members have assembled to conduct business. According to ASI President Scott Plotkin, there are three reasons for the slowdown has occurred. The first is the death of John Reiley, his own nine-day illness and the grave concern over the continuation of AB 2118, which has led to a government running at less than normal speed. AB 2118 was recently signed in to law by Gov. Reagan. It would give the California State Universities and Colleges $15 million and almost certainly revalor the budgets at each school. The law provides for the money to be spent for 'structurally related activities.'

The ASI head claims the slowdown will hurt SAC if legislative process doesn't start rolling the past four months. But he adds certain proposals were put under the winter quarter because, he feels, they won't take too long to implement. Tonight Plotkin will ask the council to approve a resolution stating that SAC will form a Government Affairs Advisory Group. The council will call the group to make four main points: Identify the problems, clarify the most difficult problem, list the possible solutions and provide support. (continued on page 5)
Vegetarianism, again

I am not a vegetarian, but I have a respect for life—not just human beings, but for all forms of life. This includes plants and animals. We are all the product of the same evolutionary process.

Therefore, why is it better to kill a plant than an animal? The fact remains, however, that human beings can survive only by killing other organisms. We, like many other animals, are, by nature, carnivorous. It is for this reason, and because I like it, that I shall continue to eat meat. If Terre Kigali wishes to remain a vegetarian, she better come up with a better reason.

Tim Blake

Time change hurts rating of 'Jeopardy'

Editor

The television show "Jeopardy!" may be in trouble. To put it bluntly, if the ratings do not improve, the program could be kicked off the air. "Jeopardy!" has been on television for more than 16 years and has long been a favorite in our household. The show, however, is not as popular as it used to be.

Unfortunately, the success of a show is measured in numbers and not quality. When "Jeopardy!" was in its familiar 4:30 time slot, audience ratings remained high. Once switched to 2:30 p.m., many of the show's regular viewers were lost to morning classes. We think students in particular, were they to learn of this situation, would continue to support "Jeopardy!" and help bring those ratings up.

Todd M. Schwartz

Editorial

We must go on, yet remember

It's been a depressing two weeks in the Mustang Daily office. As day-to-day, active members of the media, we are exposed to the most than students to news events on and off campus. As a journalist, I suppose one learns to handle irate readers as well as pleased ones, get stories out before deadline, and accept printers' errors with a patient smile. But I wonder if even the most experienced writer can ever objectively cover a death story.

In the last two weeks I have written five obituaries—one as the result of an accident, two because of heart conditions and two suicides. All the "whys" that the events of the last two weeks have raised in my mind remain unanswered. I try to understand, and find it impossible.

I suppose death always has been hard for youth to understand. And it is even more difficult when the extinction of life is brought about by the inhumanity of the individual. Death is too far away-too unrelated to my living, breathing existence for me to fully realize what it is, and what it means.

None of the five people who died in these past two weeks were older than 90—one had even one-half of their expected life open, some more than one-third.

It is in such cases that we find sorrow in death. For an older person, harpered by the deteriorating and aging of his body, death can be a release, a welcome guest. It is merely a time for moving on, for entering another realm.

But for people so young, it seems an abrupt, unfair ending to relatively unfulfilled lives. Maybe there's a reason somewhere—a reason to be learned. Maybe we should stop begging our youth to live the way we want to live! Are we showing them all the beautiful things that make life worth living? Are we showing them that we love them?

In the last two weeks, Cal Poly has lost valuable, energy-priceless lives. I don't believe we can, or should, "just" forget. We must go on, and yet we must remember. It could have been one of us.

Marily Nieuwsma

Grants to be tapped soon

Two scholarships for the 1974-75 school year are available for women wishing to earn a teaching credential.

Titled the Delta Kappa Gamma-Epsilon Delta Chapter Scholarship, the grant is offered to prospective female teachers who have a minimum O.P.A. of 3.5 and can claim financial need.

Applications for the grant may be obtained at the Financial Aid Office in Rm. 107 of the Administration Building. All applications must be filed before Nov. 1.

Marily Nieuwsma

Letter to the Editor

I was interested in Terre Kigali reason for becoming vegetarian. But all the claims to have found it unnecessary to take a life in order to continue her own. She is wrong.
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Student braves commuter hassle

by MARK GROBBO

The service station attendant, with the "College Exxon" stit­
ched on the front of his grease stained shirt, looked up from his head
saying: "You have to replace the rocker assembly, the push rod,
the fitter, and a gasket or two. You're lucky you got here so
soon...could have cost you a lot
more than Rob.

So what do I say to a B&O repair job
and an opportunity who has
his gas station close to the
freeway? "Fix it, I gotta have this thing
running." What else can I say when I have
to drive 14 miles to get to school?
Either I have a car which runs or
I unlimber a Poly-pointed thumb
and an early-morning smile—
that of an ominous sedan with the
huge red eyes on top. I've con­
duiced everyone likes this fellow
because they all slow down and
look at him with that "oh, hi there,
tuddy" expression.

I turned at the red light to the
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
For Appointment Phone 543-9253
University Square #92 Poothill
Student Specials Cards accepted

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
892 FOOTHILL
544-8253

STAFF
COMMENT

As I approach these chummy
drivers I have a couple of
choices. I can throw on my
brakes (good practice for a tire
commercial) or I can hit the gas
and hope the freeway divider is
unoccupied.

For Those "Just Right" Hair
Trims or Style Cuts
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
For Appointment Phone 543-9253
University Square #92 Poothill
Student Specials Cards accepted
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Wed students to get a housing project?...

(continued from page 1)

donations and from borrowing loans.

"I have authorized a survey of a potential site in the old swine
town area on the southern side of Highland Drive entrance road," said Gerard. "We will have to start in February or March if we want it to be completed next fall."

It is still too early to say how much the mobile homes will rent for but Gerard said they would cost around $600-875 a month and this probably would include utilities.

There are 2700 spaces for single students on campus now and because of this the trailers would not be rented to single students.

"Single and married students living in one area doesn't really work out too well," said Gerard.

At this time the plan is to have 100 units in the trailer park. They will be two bedroom trailers.

There will also be green areas and play areas for children to enhance the property. "We want it to be a permanent installation," said Gerard.

In the 1960s there were mobile homes on the campus. There were around 360 of them but none were equipped with toilet facilities. Central bath facilities were built for the students living in them. The trailer site was called "Silver City" because all the homes were painted that color. A name has not been picked for the new trailers yet.

Gerard also said that President Kennedy is behind the project "all the way." He said Kennedy is the major impetus behind it.

SAC to meet...

(continued from page 1)

financial aide for International students, leasing of temporary structures and the possibility of selling alcohol on campus.

Plotkin feels one of the most important bills the association will try to lobby for will be an amendment to the state Education Code in reference to the final decision of spending student funds on campus. The president of each university now holds the ultimate power in making those decisions.

It Sounds Incredible

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES

At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across With More Impact Than The Movie.

You can do it, too. So far over 800,000 other people have done it. People who have different jobs, different ages, different interests, different situations have completed the course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.

Here's a moment that means what. All of them—even the slowest—now read an average speed in less than two hours. They read an entire book of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines. Instead, they set the material they're reading determine how fast they read. And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember more, and enjoy more when they read slower. That's right! They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same thing—the key is to learn more about it. It's a free speed reading lesson.

This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and Congressmen have taken.

Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true we practice the first step to improved reading at a Mini-Lesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot, but the results will stay in your secret. Plan to attend a Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4 times faster, with complete comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS

You'll increase your reading speed 50 to 100% on the spot!

Wednesday, Oct. 23rd

4:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.

Veteran's Memorial Building
801 Grand Ave.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
Artist shows intrigues of research...

... (continued from page 1)
ecstatically happy or depressed.

Created over a ten-year span, his paintings form a commentary on the universe from a molecular viewpoint. His interest in painting was the result of a desire to include a visual accompaniment to his concluding report following his graduate study in Chicago.

The instructor has attained wide recognition among his colleagues in the chemistry field and has done commissioned works for noted chemistry professors in universities around the country. Several of his unique paintings belong to prominent European chemists, such as Nobel Prize winner Ernst

... (continued from page 1)
with a high cost housing for the elderly, representing the Retirement Garden Grove, Riverside and the mentally retarded or developmentally disabled. In all, Tanberg has been open for about two and one-half years. The center's programs have been open for about two and one-half years.

Staffing at the center, even though the initial idea was oriented with the Church of Christ, there is no affiliation. The center is a non-profit organization here to provide a place for up to 50 patients. The funds are acquired through medical payments of $11.6 a day per patient. This pays for the patients 24-hour care. Any additional aids or therapeutic programs are funded through the Tri-County Regional Center, or donations.

Volunteers from the local area, fraternity, students, wives, and Student Community Services have helped tremendously, Tanberg said. He also said that there are two facilities in this city that handle handicapped persons, Cabrillo and Hacienda, but these are mainly for the elderly, not the mentally retarded. The difference is that the center's programs are based on more "normalization" instead of placing the patient in a bed. They will learn, through constant reinforcement, self-help skills (Eighth Street, small or touch).

Tanberg is assisted by one part-time and two full-time teachers from the San Luis Obispo Unified School District in addition to the licensed nursing care. These teachers provide actual school programs within the care center.

Recreational activities, such as bowling, swimming and roller skating are provided for the kids weekly.

In dealing with the problems and intricacies of a mentally retarded child, it would seem that one man or woman could not bear the strain of a constant barrage of problems. This is where Tanberg, the "parent" of 44 children, truly shines. Each "child" (the oldest patient is 76), regards Tanberg as a god. The halls are constantly filled with the sometimes slurred speech of "Hi, Ted," whenever his figure passes.

It's obvious who the kids adore, but Tanberg simply replies, "Anyone would be adored if they gave these kids some affection."

... (continued from page 1)
Insanity is regularly promoted on this campus. It is regulated by ASI, sponsored by a campus club and funded from students' pockets. The insanity? Autocrossing. The organization? Cal Poly Sports Car Club.

The first opportunity of the year to let loose was provided by the club on Sunday, October 13, on the baseball parking lot. Poly students and San Luis residents alike battled their car and driving skill against the pylons outlining the course.

In the day of the professional, money-making sportsman, autocrossing has become a clenched fist symbol for amateurs—one of few chances for empty pockets, equal competition.

An autocross course, although relatively slow, is a driving challenge from the green flag to the checkered, and with the challenge comes heady excitement.

The next day of insanity is scheduled for Nov. 10, so preserve your lead foot until then.

************ Varoom! ************
Feliciano: I think the show is not necessarily meant to represent Chicano. I think it was done to represent all Latin Americans in a sense. The fact that the show is done in Los Angeles is irrelevant I think. I mean they weren't trying to make Chico into what you would call the classic Chichano.

As for the Chichano's being upset, I don't really think that a lot of them are upset as it's lead to believe. A lot of them have realized the show is a good step. Some of them, of course, are probably upset because they wanted a Chichano. I guess, to do the role. But a few Chico actors were tapped for the role and they found that Freddie Prinze was the best suited. It wasn't a question of replacing Chichano's from the series.

As for me, I've been very lucky in the sense that Chichano's have accepted me as their own, even though I'm from Puerto Rico. I think Latino's are now giving the show their full support, because the show has been in the top ten all the weeks that it has been on.

Feliciano: Do you think the series is an adequate representation of Chichano life? Feliciano: I think it represents a cross section of Latin life. We all basically have the same problems and customs. There, of course, are some differences, but I've seen Chichano working in garages; I've seen Puerto Ricans working in soap houses and they're neither not that much difference.

In the beginning of the ladder of life, you'll always get a mental job that is not truly representative of your interest; but you have to take those kind of things sometimes.

Feliciano: Do you've just finished, I understand, a segment of NBC's "McMillan and Wife" in which you play a classical guitarist whose expertise on tobacco helps Rock Hudson to solve a murder. How did you like it and did you have any problems in acting?

Feliciano: I really enjoyed it, because acting is something I want to get into someday; I don't have aspirations of becoming a big movie superstar because that isn't what I was cut out to do. But I hope I can continue acting, hopefully in a stronger, bigger part.

I enjoyed working with Rock Hudson. You know it's a good thing that I don't read the Hollywood gossip columns. Hollywood magazines are always full of true, you know, about actors and what not. I found Rock Hudson to be a normal, straight, good person, you know. He's a great actor and a great teacher.

He really helped me with the part and gave me some coaching on my acting. I can't say anything negative about the man. I think he's a fantastic person.

Mustang Daily: You played here, just last October. Were you happy with the response you got here? Why are you returning here in such a short time?

Feliciano: Yes, we were happy with the concert response. San Luis Obispo is really a nice place. As for the Chicano's being represented there's a lot of college people, a lot of regular people, a lot of bi-lingual workers and a lot of good wine connoisseurs. I'm glad I'm going to be playing there and I'm really looking forward to it.
It's only right that the $60,444 needed to light the tennis courts south of the Physical Education building will come from the State College Dormitory Construction Fund. It's the dormies who'll probably watch while non-students play.

The Cal Poly tennis courts are the San Luis Obispo tennis courts. And always the twain shall hill gang play five seta of sets, folks are cheating.

It's the dormies who'll translate: STAY OFF THE DARN COURTS WHEN STUDENTS ARE WAITING TO PLAY!

Monday through Friday, it ap­

And the tennis shall meet at least until some people learn how to read.

No sense have I gone to the courts and been able to get on without waiting a minimum of half an hour, while the ever-belie­

Either a lot of students are on the day strayed plan, or the tober folk are cheating.

There's a sign on court No. 6 which says in plain tennese, "Cal Poly students have priority in use of all courts.

That sounds pretty simple to me and I'm not even an English major. But for those older folk who haven't been in contact with such high powered literature lately probably because they've been on the tennis courts. I'll translate: MAYBE OFF  \n
DARK COURTS WHEN STUDENTS ARE WAITING TO PLAY!\n
That doesn't mean just on Monday through Friday: it ap­

planes every day of the week and twice as much on Sunday. When the geriatric locusts seem in mullitory Students here don't take sunbaths with tennis racquets at their side. And if you're too blind to notice them waiting, you should step aside anyway, because you'll probably kill yourself trying to sock that little ball. I dreaded to see what will happen when the lights come on. The San Luis Obispo working class most likely will stampede the courts daily after it gets home from a day's toil.

"Isn't it great living in a college community," the SLO natives will purr. "They give the students all these luxurious lighted tennis courts and all we have to do is beat them to the courts and it's a nightful of tennis."

"Students shouldn't play tennis at night anyway, they should study. And if they get mad against the fence where the old folk are making you wait while they warm up for a couple hours, this is doubly effective if you keep up a chant of, "Let me in, clap, clap, clap me in."

While this won't make them give up the court, it'll probably destroy their backhand, and maybe that'll make them mad enough to call.

"Interupt their game every once with the querie, "What's the score?" This has the most effect if done from a crouched position right behind the server."

"As a last resort: students can warm up by knocking the ball against the fence that surrounds the court. That's as subtle as one can get."

Of course, you have to beware. Strong attacks will be made on your standing as a person and a tennis player. You'll be called a lowlife. And worst of all, these elderly patrons of the great game will be quick to point out you have no tennis etiquette.

"True, maybe they have no manners. You can bet your best shorts on that."

But that would make them students and give them the right to use the courts while "fellow students".

Better the Physical Education department assign someone to police the courts. The person could be a student, a third-year PE major, and his job would be to hand out demerit slips to violators and give students the right. Three demerits and they'll be forced to go to the principal's office. That's really sucking it from them.

Well anyway, until something is done, I'm going to keep my student body card and a tin cup on the list of necessary tennis stuff.

But it means little: they're aced off courts.

And always the twain shall meet at least until some people learn how to read.